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ERr SOURCE SHILD CALCULATIONS

IRODUCTION

The antimony-beryllium neutron source for the BBT critical experiment 
will be shielded in the lesd-filled HRT sample carrier which will be t aq u- 
rarily located inside a small tank of borated vater. The lead carrier will 
be removed from the water ta 
the souree into the reactor.

and placed over the reactor while londns

An estimate of the effectiveness of these shields we necessara becauee 
the carrier and water tank were not originally intended to be used an shields 
for the source.

SUARY

Calculations indicate that the proposed shielding arreng—nt will give 
a done rate at the surface at the water tank of about 100 mrem/hr, practically 
all gammas. This la adequate for transportation and handling, but if the 
radiation actually proves to be thia high, a storage location isolated free 
normal working arena must be provided. The isolation area need not be large, 
however, since the calcul a tad done rate at ten feet from the shielded source 
la only 3.5 mrem/hr.

For the short time required to transfer the source from the vater tank 
into the reactor, the lead carrier alone will provide sufricient shielding- 
At one aster free the source shielded by the lead carrier, the doss rate la 
sstiwtod to be 170 wrem/hr, with neutrons contributing the mnjor part. Thus, 
with reasonable care, the operation should be carried out without excessive 
expos woo.

The results at the calculations are summarized in Table X.

CAL

The ERT antimony-beryllium source (shoun on ORIL. Dug. C-25527) la being
irradiated in the LTTR lattice. At the time of re 
the estimted source strsegths will be ea follows:

from the resctor.

8 x 108
8.4 x U
7.2 x V6 * 109

pge-117 sec-sec--
•sc*1

The sample flask halier new«er la ■how on ORL Dug. D-21590, and the 
water tank on ORIL. Dug- E-27750.

C. A- burchstsi and C. L. Segaser, ERr Bowes Eandlins Facilities, 
ORILL CF-56-11-58 (Nov. 15, 1956)-

“rhe neutron source strength waa net 1—tert by comperison with another 
antimony-beryllium sow oe at known strength.
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TABLE 1

Dose Rates, rem/hr

Type of Radiation 2
Dose Location And
Type of Shielding

Unshielded Source 
at One Meter______

0.10 0 240 240

Surface of Carrier 
Out of Water

3.2 o 2.2 o 5.4

Surface of Borated 
water tank

o o 0.078 O.020 0.096

One Meter From 
Source to Carrier -
No Water

0.10 O 0.070 o 0.17
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Dose at Surface of Laad Carrier

For these calculations the source was treated as a point at the 
center of a sphere having a radius equal to the thickness of the side wall s 
on the carrier.

Oawaa

The flux of primary gammas at the surface of the carrier la given by:

X

The wall thickness is 17.86 cm: 15.3 cm of lead and 2.56 cm of steel. 
Absorption coefficients are tabulated below (mass absorption coefficients 
from Table 2.3.1, Reactor Handbook I, multiplied by density).

em-1CB

cm-1C1

Mev Leal Iron Water

2.06

2.3

0.56 0.36 0.05*

0.51 0.32 O.09

0.50 0.31 0.0*6

The aooe rate due to gammas of • perticular group la

1 • B1 $,2/,

wh era "a" la a factor converting flux to done rate and "B" ta a does 
buildup factor which accounts for the bullday of scattered radiation. For 
the gamma energies around 2 Mev and for the modi ar of attenuation lengths 
through the carrier wall, the buildup factor La about 4. Flux does rate 
conversion factors are shown belov.3 Also, tabulated are the fluxes of 
jr leery gummas and the dose rates at the surface of the carrier.

3r. Rockwell m. Reactor Shield-Inn Design Mamai , Fig. 2.2.
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F,»Mev
y-

a, cm sec R

R

1.7

2.06

2.03

3.5 x 105

3.0 x 105

2.8 x 105

$ sec D, hr

1.58 x 105

0.31 x 105

0.3 x 103

1.81

0.40

0.00

2.21.

The fast (~-80 kev) neutrons will atraa* through the lead with 
practically no reduction la intensity or energy. Thus at the surface of 
the carrier

8 x io® e
- (17 6^)^ - 2.00 x 107 n/cm2 mec

" 80 
sec.

r naMtiona corresponding to 1 rem/hr la
Thus the neutron dose rat* at the carrier surface

D, • 2-0x4.3.2 r/r
6.2 x 10*

Dose stOme Meter Prom Unshielded Source
with no shielding around the source, the fluxes ar* given by

$-

“na., Pg. 2.3.
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Muxes and dose rates one meter from the unshielded source ere shovn belov:

sec-

Fast Neutrons 6.4 x 103

6.7 x IO7

5.7 x 106

0.10

223
19

0.17

Do a a Qaa Matar Frca Source Das Ida Qarriar

The dones at one meter from the source shielded by the carrier are

p, - 2.2(z-89) * 0.070 =/he

Dn • 0.10 r/hr (samme aa for no shield) .

Done at Bui fees of Mater Bhlald
The flux of prinary gammmns at the cutside of the water shield la obtained 

in the manner indicated above for the flux at the surface of the land. The 
effective dose buildup factor is taken aa the product of the buildup factors 
for the land and for the water. The total done rate for primary gammas is found 
to be 78 mrem/hr.

The neutron flu at the surface of the water tank can ba aa tfted by 
assuming an isotropic source of O,0B Mey neutrons at the surface of the land. 
For a source strength of 2.0 x 105 n/cm2 sec and vith pure water in the tank.
the therml n
■ant to be 
flux la insig

uutrog flux at the surface was calculated by a<a d iff salon treat* 
n/cm2 sec. This is equivalent to 0.05 mrem/hr. The wneo Hided 
if leant.

In order to reduce ■■condary gamms production due to neutron capture in the 
water and outer regions of the lead. boron should be added to the water. with 
6.7 em B/kg H20 (maximum solub1lity of H,BO in H,o at 20°C), about 95 percent 
of the abaorptions in the liquid will be’in’boron: Por thin concentration, the 
secondary enzemn done rate at the surface will be approximtely 20 mrem/hr. 
(Based on the conservative approximsion that all the source neutrons are
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absorbed end that all the capture ■ escspe. ) The baron vill cnuse the
neutron leakage to be much lower than the already low figure given abora for 
pure water.

G.W.Rivenbark

a

nmcla««tried END
•mmeee
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